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Hong Kong, April 2015 – The Cat Street Gallery are delighted to announce the first solo show of Conor 
Mccreedy in Hong Kong.  South African-born, now based in Zurich, Switzerland, Mccreedy creates 
expressionistic paintings with gestural brushstrokes—in a brilliant, signature blue pigment known as 
“MccreedyBlue”.  His work ranges from abstract images of the ocean to figurative renderings of women 
on surfaces that include Belgian linen, wooden boards and old windows.  Recently selling a remarkable 5 
works within 48 hours at the Swiss Fair Kunst 14, Mccreedy is fast becoming something of a phenomenon 
for the volume and the increasing value of his works which today command prices of up to USD 100,00. 
Said one Swiss buyer, who bought two of Conor’s works:  "Conor's paintings really stood out as 
something new and fresh. The works are very powerful and struck us instantly”.   
 
 
Selling his first major piece for US$2,500 as a 19 year old in New York’s Union Square, Mccreedy’s 
eponymous Blue series today can now be found in major Russian, German and US collections.  His 



 

 

bespoke MccreedyBlue - a scientifically engineered blue-pigment manufactured uniquely for him – 
Mccreedy’s works are powerful, dynamic and genuinely hypnotic, taking inspiration from life, the energy 
around him and not least his South African heritage, in honour of which his Foundation to protect African 
Lions was established last year. 
 
Mccreedy’s track record is well documented.  Aged just 22, in 2009, Mccreedy became the youngest ever 
artist to exhibit a show ‘Outliers’ at the National Arts Club, where pieces remains today. The show was 
sold out.  
 
Two years later, in 2011, he was commissioned by Time Warner to paint a new logo in his signature 
MccreedyBlue style for a lavish Manhattan launch party.  In 2012 the Charles Bank Gallery in NYC showed 
his “African Ocean” exhibition, a collection of 20 pieces including ‘Secret Movements’, a work that was 
sold to a private New York collector for a record-breaking price for an artist under 30. A commission by 
New York’s Soho House quickly followed, to paint a 5x12m mural on top of the stairwell leading to the 
penthouse pool deck, where it remains today.   
 
Speaking from his breath-taking atelier on the banks of the Limmat river in Zurich, amongst a freshly 
painted series of figurative works using” Illuminatus”, another unique MccreedyBlue pigment that 
explodes light particles in darkness, said Mccreedy:  “Here, away from the chaos of urban life, in the 
privacy and the quiet of Zurich, I feel I’m in a place where I can really create and build”. It is this innate 
creativity alongside business acumen already for one so young that suggests that Conor Mccreedy is an 
artist on a mission, well worth following.  
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For further press enquiries, to request high resolution images or to arrange interviews with the artist 

please contact PRESS | press@thecatstreetgallery.com | 852 2291 0006 


